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a b s t r a c t 

Detonation properties of methane and natural gas were studied using ZND simulations and detonation 

limit experiments. The experiments were performed in two tube sizes, 32 mm and 6.4 mm in inner 

diameter over a range of initial pressures (between 3.4 kPa and 35 kPa) and with stoichiometric fuel- 

oxygen compositions. The fuels considered are high purity methane, high purity methane with dopant 

ozone, a real natural gas, and a family of natural gas surrogates. The natural gas surrogates were devel- 

oped based on North American natural gas composition variations and designed to capture the expected 

mean and variance of fundamental combustion properties of natural gases. All natural gases tested in 

this work show a substantially smaller detonation induction length (about 40%) and lower detonation 

pressure limit (30% in terms of limiting pressure) than high purity methane. The ozonated methane at 

30 0 0 PPMv of ozone doping performed similarly to the natural gases. Overall, the results suggest that in 

methane-based mixtures, a smaller induction length correlates with a more predictable detonation be- 

havior as evidenced by a lower detonation pressure limit. As such, natural gases are expected to have a 

wider operating range when used as a fuel for detonation-based engines. As importantly, induction length 

calculation results reveal that the variability in detonation and combustion behaviors resultant from com- 

position variability is expected to be similar between natural gases and commercial methane. Finally, the 

results suggest that for safety-related studies, neat methane is a poor surrogate for studying natural gas 

explosions. 

© 2021 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Pressure-gain detonation combustors have attracted significant 

ttention in recent years [1–3] . Of particular interest is the ro- 

ating detonation engine (RDE) in which an azimuthally propagat- 

ng detonation wave is sustained to combust a fuel-oxidizer mix- 

ure. Potential fuels for these engines include hydrogen, methane 

r natural gas (NG), kerosene-based rocket fuels (e.g., RP-1), and 

erosene-based jet fuels (e.g., Jet A and JP-8) [4] . In recent years, 

ethane and liquefied natural gas have become emerging rocket 

uels, as they are generally easier to handle than hydrogen, and 

ave a higher specific impulse and a lower coking propensity com- 

ared to some of the kerosene-based fuels [5] . Natural gas is also 

urrently a preferred option for stationary power generation due 

o its availability, low cost, and the existing infrastructure [6] . For 

hese reasons, methane or natural gas high-pressure combustion 
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nd detonation have been intensely studied in the past few years 

7–14] . Demonstrations of methane or natural gas fueled RDEs 

ave proved the viability of such fuels. 

Understanding and predicting the detonation behavior of natu- 

al gas is also of critical importance for preventing accidents asso- 

iated with its storage, handling, and utilization (see, e.g., [15–17] ). 

atural gas explosions in coal mines were responsible for hundreds 

f fatalities in the US alone over the past few decades [18] . Al-

hough most explosion accidents in mines are deflagrations, det- 

nations are a worst-case accident scenario which must be un- 

erstood and avoided [19] . Recent studies on detonation explo- 

ion safety have focused on deflagration-to-detonation transition 

ynamics in methane and natural gas [19–21] , and detonation cel- 

ular structure [22] and propagation limits [23] of methane-based 

ixtures. 

To date, little to no experimental insight is available about the 

ifference between the detonation properties of methane and nat- 

ral gas. It is often assumed that the combustion properties be- 

ween these fuels are similar or even identical. Very high pu- 

ity methane ( > 99.9%) is often the fuel of choice for academic 

tudies because a neat fuel is perceived as the more convenient 
. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.combustflame.2021.111719
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Table 1 

Molar percentage (%) range of major and minor compo- 

nents in typical North American natural gases (NGs) (val- 

ues taken from [29] ). 

Species North American NGs 

Methane ( CH 4 ) 87.0–96.0 

Ethane ( C 2 H 6 ) 1.8–5.1 

Propane ( C 3 H 8 ) 0.1–1.5 

iso -Butane ( i - C 4 H 10 ) 0.01–0.3 

n -Butane ( n - C 4 H 10 ) 0.01–0.3 

iso -Pentane ( i - C 5 H 12 ) Trace–0.14 

n -Pentane ( n - C 5 H 12 ) Trace–0.04 

Hexanes plus (e.g. n - C 6 H 14 ) Trace–0.06 

Carbon Dioxide ( CO 2 ) 0.1–1.0 

Nitrogen ( N 2 ) 1.3–5.6 

Oxygen ( O 2 ) 0.01–0.1 

Hydrogen ( H 2 ) Trace–0.02 
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Table 2 

Molar percentage (%) of the Boise natural 

gas sample (measured by gas chromatog- 

raphy). 

Species Boise sample 

Methane ( CH 4 ) 92.05 

Ethane ( C 2 H 6 ) 6.20 

Propane ( C 3 H 8 ) 0.70 

iso -Butane ( i - C 4 H 10 ) Trace 

n -Butane ( n - C 4 H 10 ) Trace 

Carbon Dioxide ( CO 2 ) 1.05 
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nd repeatable option as compared to a multi-component mixture 

ith potential composition variations. In many accident prevention 

tudies, neat methane or a single representative natural gas is used 

o quantify the expected detonation behaviors [19–21] . While there 

as been a wealth of fundamental detonation studies on methane 

24–27] , the impact of the minor species in natural gas on its det- 

nation properties was rarely addressed. Only one study suggested 

hat different natural gases may have differing detonation prop- 

rties based on one-dimensional detonation calculations [28] , and 

et no experimental work has been done to quantify the effect of 

atural gas variability on detonation. 

Natural gas composition can vary seasonally and by location. 

n this work we focus on North American natural gases. Typical 

pecies compositions of North American natural gas are shown in 

able 1 , as specified by the North American Energy Standard Board 

NAESB) [29] . Evident is the wide variability in minor species con- 

entrations. Our previous work has shown that even dopant con- 

entrations of some species (e.g., ozone) can change detonation 

tructure and limits by a wide margin [30,31] . 

In addition to the composition variability of natural gases, 

ommercial-grade methane can have appreciable variability that 

ay result in a notable impact on the detonation properties. High 

urity methane (i.e., > 99.0%) is likely prohibitively expensive for 

ost practical energy conversion applications, in which case a 

ommercial-grade methane is typically used instead. Commercial 

.3-grade methane has a purity of ≥93.0% methane [32] . This pu- 

ity is, in fact, comparable to many of the natural gases. 

The present work aims to examine and compare detonation be- 

aviors of methane and natural gases with varying compositions 

oth numerically and experimentally. We study (a) high-purity 

ethane which is often used in research and laboratory settings, 

b) natural gases of compositions typically found in North Amer- 

can pipelines, and (c) commercial-grade methane which is com- 

ositionally in between high-purity methane and typical natural 

ases. The specific goals of this study are threefold: (1) to compare 

he average detonation performance of methane and natural gas, 

2) to quantify the effect of composition variability on the detona- 

ion performance of methane and natural gas, and (3) to provide a 

ractical solution for working with natural gas for laboratory and 

omputational studies. To achieve the last goal, we propose a set of 

omposition surrogates for North American natural gases, including 

 nominal surrogate, and four surrogates which capture the com- 

osition variability of natural gases. The findings of this study are 

xpected to inform fuel choices (methane versus natural gas) for 

ngine designers, to shed light on the suitability of using methane 

s a surrogate of natural gas in detonation studies, and to quantify 

xpected variability from different fuels. 

We conducted three sets of tests: (1) fundamental combustion 

roperty calculations (i.e., ignition delay time, laminar flame speed, 

xtinction residence time in perfectly stirred reactors) for surro- 
2 
ate development, (2) one-dimensional Zel’dovich–von Neumann–

öring (ZND) detonation simulations, and (3) experimental deto- 

ation velocity deficit and limit measurements. For the fundamen- 

al combustion property and ZND calculations, a Monte Carlo (MC) 

ampling approach is used to account for typical natural gas and 

ommercial methane composition variations. Fundamental com- 

ustion property calculations are useful because they approximate 

 range of real combustion scenarios, while ZND simulations are 

seful because the ZND-based induction length ( �i ) is shown to 

irectly correlate with structural features and properties of deto- 

ation waves [30,31,33–36] . Both sets of calculations are computa- 

ionally tractable as far as MC simulations are concerned. Experi- 

entally, we are interested in detonation limit behavior in small 

ubes as a proxy for examining the variation of detonation behav- 

ors due to the fuel choice and fuel composition variability. A deto- 

ation wave with insufficient or slow heat release cannot success- 

ully propagate at the theoretical Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) velocity in 

 narrow channel or tube due to the various loss mechanisms [33] . 

e quantify the detonation limit behavior by measuring the veloc- 

ty deficit, i.e., the difference between the actual detonation propa- 

ation velocity in practical geometries and the theoretical CJ speed 

or a given mixture and condition. 

. Numerical and experimental methods 

.1. Tested mixtures 

Several fuels were considered in the present study (with oxygen 

s the oxidizer): (1) methane (Ultra High Purity, Grade 3.7, Purity 

99.97%), (2) ozonated methane (30 0 0 PPMv ozone added to the 

ethane-oxygen mixture), (3) the natural gas surrogates developed 

n Section 3.1 , (4) a real natural gas. The ozonated methane tests 

ere designed to illustrate the direct link between reaction ki- 

etics and detonation properties in methane-based mixtures. Ear- 

ier work has shown that ozone as an additive at dopant lev- 

ls can control the induction length of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures 

nd does not affect other relevant properties (e.g., thermodynamic 

roperties, wave speed, and heat release) [30] . Such a link is use- 

ul to shed mechanistic insight for studying natural gas detonation, 

pecifically to what extent the composition variability impacts the 

epeatability of natural gas detonation in laboratory and in prac- 

ical applications. The real natural gas sample was sourced from 

oise, Idaho [37] , and the composition of this sample was mea- 

ured by gas chromatography [14] , and is reported in Table 2 . Note

hat the mole fraction of ethane in the Boise sample is higher than 

he upper range of typical North American gases. As a mild out- 

ier of North American natural gas, the Boise sample was chosen 

o demonstrate whether composition outliers are well-captured by 

he statistical surrogate approach proposed in the present work. 

.2. Fundamental combustion property simulations 

As mentioned earlier, the natural gas surrogates were devel- 

ped to capture the mean and variance of typical North American 

atural gases. To evaluate the nominal properties and variability 
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Table 3 

Monte Carlo sampling of commercial methane and 

natural gas compositions. X i denotes the mole frac- 

tion of the i th fuel species considered, S i denotes the 

name of the i th fuel species, and n = 12 is the total 

number of fuel species as listed in Table 1 . 

Sampling plan X CH 4 (%) Samples 

1 100 − ∑ n 
i =1 ,S i � = CH 4 

X i 100 

2 

80 100 

85 100 

90 100 

95 100 

97.5 100 

99 100 
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f typical natural gases, a Monte Carlo sampling was employed. 

bout 100 random samples of natural gases are considered, with 

he mole fraction of each constituent species (except for CH 4 ) ran- 

omly sampled within the prescribed ranges shown in Table 1 as- 

uming a uniform probability distribution. After sampling, the re- 

ainder of the mixture is set to be CH 4 . Fundamental combus- 

ion properties, namely ignition delay time, laminar flame speed, 

nd perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) extinction residence time, were 

alculated for each Monte Carlo sample in support of the surro- 

ate development. For ignition delay time, four T 5 temperatures 

i.e., the post-reflected-shock temperature in a shock tube igni- 

ion delay experiment) were considered: 1100 K, 1200 K, 1300 K, 

nd 1400 K. Laminar flame speed calculations were performed at 

nburned gas temperature T u = 298 K and PSR extinction calcula- 

ions at inlet temperature T inl = 700 K. Ignition delay time, laminar 

ame speed, and PSR extinction calculations were all performed at 

n initial pressure of p = 60 atm in oxygen at an equivalence ra- 

io of unity. These thermodynamic conditions were chosen because 

hey are relevant to both detonation and also rocket combustion 

onditions. 

The fundamental combustion property simulations were car- 

ied out using the Foundational Fuel Chemistry Model Develop- 

ent Version Y (FFCM-Y) [38] , which is an expanded version of 

oundational Fuel Chemistry Model Version 1.0 (FFCM-1) [39] . It 

escribes the combustion chemistry of small hydrocarbon fuels 

 H 2 / CO / C 1 - C 4 ) using up-to-date kinetic knowledge. Additionally, 

he chemistry of minor C 5 and C 6 alkane species (see, Table 1 ) was 

dded into the FFCM-Y model from the reaction models of JetSurF 

.0 [40] and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [41] . FFCM-2 

soon to be released), the fully optimized version of FFCM-Y, does 

ot differ substantially from FFCM-Y for predicting methane com- 

ustion. 

Computations of ignition delay times, laminar flame speeds, 

nd PSR extinction residence times were performed in CHEMKIN 

42] . The ignition delay time was computed using the SENKIN 

ackage [43] . The onset of ignition was defined as the time reach- 

ng the maximum derivative of pressure with respect to time un- 

er constant volume and adiabatic assumptions. The PSR extinction 

esidence time were determined through calculating the S -curve 

sing the PSR package [44] under constant pressure and adiabatic 

ssumption. The extinction time was defined as the reaction time 

orresponding to the upper turning point of the S -curve. Laminar 

ame speed was computed using PREMIX [45] with multicompo- 

ent transport and thermal diffusion. 

.3. ZND simulations 

Steady one-dimensional ZND calculations were performed for 

ach fuel studied over a range of initial pressures which we ex- 

mined experimentally, i.e., 3 to 35 kPa, at 295 K. The high purity 

ethane ( ≥99.97% CH 4 ) is approximated as neat methane (100% 

H 4 ) in the simulations. The oxidizer in all simulated and ex- 

erimental cases was oxygen at the corresponding stoichiometric 

quivalence ratio. The numerical solver used in all ZND cases is a 

odified form of the Caltech SD Toolbox [46] for MATLAB using 

antera [47] . FFCM-Y (described above) with the Princeton ozone 

ub-model [48] was used as the kinetic model for all ZND calcula- 

ions. 

Monte Carlo ZND calculations were also performed to evaluate 

he impact of composition variation of methane and natural gas on 

xpected detonation behaviors. Two MC ZND sampling techniques 

ere employed. The first technique (denoted henceforth as sam- 

ling plan 1) is a parallel to the surrogate development sampling 

lan, and considers 100 random samples of natural gases with the 

ole fraction of each constituent species (except for CH 4 ) ran- 

omly sampled within the prescribed ranges shown in Table 1 as- 
3 
uming a uniform probability distribution. After sampling, the re- 

ainder of the mixture is set to be CH 4 . Sampling plan 1 is used to

alidate the suitability of the fundamental combustion calculations 

sed for surrogate development for detonation conditions. 

The second technique (denoted henceforth as sampling plan 2) 

rescribes a mole fraction of methane (values of 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 

.95, 0.975, 0.99 are chosen) and the remaining component mole 

ractions are first sampled from a uniform distribution with the 

anges shown in Table 1 and then renormalized to the remain- 

ng mole fraction. One hundred samples for each mole fraction of 

ethane are considered. Sampling plan 2 seeks to examine the po- 

ential variability which could exist in commercial methane, and 

lso explore the effect of varying methane concentration in natural 

ases. 

A summary of the MC simulation conditions is shown in 

able 3 . One hundred ZND simulations are performed for each 

ampled composition (100 simulations for sampling plan 1 and 

00 simulations for sampling plan 2). The initial pressure was set 

o 25 kPa and the initial temperature remained at 295 K. The aver- 

ge and standard deviation of both induction length and Chapman- 

ouguet (CJ) velocity were recorded, and the profiles with the clos- 

st values to the statistical induction lengths are presented (in this 

ase the mean and ±2 σ ). The induction length is defined here as 

he distance between the leading shock wave and the maximum 

emperature gradient [46] . It captures the length scale associated 

ith the ignition behind the shock wave. 

.4. Experimental measurements 

Detonation limit experiments were conducted in a linear deto- 

ation apparatus consisting of a 1.2 m long stainless-steel driver 

ection with an inner diameter (ID) of 73 mm, and a 2.4 m 

ong test section. Two polycarbonate test sections were used, one 

2 mm in ID and the other 6.4 mm. A schematic of the apparatus 

s shown in Fig. 1 . Besides the high-purity methane, the ozonated 

ethane, and the Boise natural gas, three surrogate natural gases 

ere prepared and tested: the nominal surrogate, the 2 σ ‘fast’ 

urrogate, and the 2 σ ‘slow’ surrogate developed in Section 3.1 . 

he gases used to form the natural gas surrogate samples were 

thane (Chemically Pure grade 2.0, Purity ≥99.0%), propane (In- 

trument grade 2.5, Purity ≥99.5%), nitrogen (Research grade 5.0, 

urity ≥99.999%), and carbon dioxide (Instrument grade 2.5, Pu- 

ity ≥99.5%). All experiments were performed at a stoichiometric 

quivalence ratio in oxygen (Grade 2.6, Purity ≥99.6%). 

Mixtures were prepared using sonic nozzles with ozone gen- 

rated, when applicable, using an inline corona discharge ozone 

enerator fed with oxygen. In the case of the surrogate natural 

ases, a tank of the minor components (ethane, propane, nitrogen, 

arbon dioxide in the appropriate relative fraction for each surro- 

ate) was prepared using the partial pressure technique. The minor 

omponents were then blended with methane and oxygen with 

onic nozzles upon filling. Mixtures were ignited within 30 seconds 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the linear detonation apparatus. 
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Table 4 

Mole fractions (%) of the five components in the natu- 

ral gas surrogates. 

Species 2 σ 1 σ Mean 1 σ 2 σ

slow slow fast fast 

CH 4 91.2 91.2 91.2 91.2 91.2 

C 2 H 6 2.6 3.1 3.7 4.6 5.6 

C 3 H 8 0.4 0.7 0.8 1.2 1.7 

N 2 5.0 4.3 3.7 2.6 1.4 

CO 2 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.1 
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f filling, designed to minimize any pre-shock ozone decomposi- 

ion. The driver section is outfitted with a Shchelkin spiral approxi- 

ately 0.5 m in length to aid the deflagration-to-detonation transi- 

ion. A range of sub-atmospheric pressures (3–35 kPa) were tested 

o vary the reactivity of the mixtures and evaluate the detonation 

imits. These pressures were chosen because of their experimental 

ccessibility, but the trends among different fuels are expected to 

e similar at higher pressures characteristic of engine and accident 

onditions, where detonation limits are relevant due to geometric 

onfinement and fuel-lean or fuel-rich compositions. A comparison 

etween calculated induction lengths of methane and natural gas 

ixtures at various pressures and compositions is provided in the 

upplementary materials (SMM). In this study, for near-limit and 

he limit conditions (e.g., those at lower pressures), a small amount 

f a more reactive mixture (a stoichiometric ethylene-oxygen mix- 

ure), was used in the driver section to assist detonation initiation. 

etonation velocity deficits were calculated based on the time-of- 

rrival of the detonation front, recorded by 24 digital photodetec- 

ors coupled to optical fibers. Three pressure sensors were used in 

he driver section to validate that a detonation was achieved in the 

river. Cell size measurements were made for the Boise natural gas 

r the ozonated methane using the soot foil technique at 4 pres- 

ures (10, 15, 20, 25 kPa) in the 32 mm ID test section. A more

etailed description of the experimental apparatus and procedure 

an be found in [30,31] . 

Three fuels (methane, ozonated methane, and the Boise nat- 

ral gas) were tested in both tube sizes (32 mm and 6.4 mm). 

hese tests are designed to examine the role of kinetics in deto- 

ation limit behavior, and how a typical natural gas performs rela- 

ive to methane. Two tube sizes were used for these tests to exam- 

ne how the detonation limit differs in different sized geometries, 

pecifically in relation to the reaction kinetics. The surrogate fuels 

ere tested only in the 32 mm tube. These tests were designed to 

est the natural gas surrogate approach. Experiments in the 32 mm 

ube are sufficient for verifying the suitability of the surrogates ex- 

erimentally, and for measuring the impact of composition vari- 

bility on detonation limiting behavior compared to the other fuels 

ested. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Natural gas surrogates 

To provide a solution for working with natural gases, we pro- 

ose a surrogate approach with the goal to capture both the ex- 

ected mean combustion property values and their variabilities 

mong North American natural gases (see Table 1 ). In develop- 

ng the surrogates, we consider ignition delay time, laminar flame 

peed, and perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) extinction residence time. 

e consider these fundamental combustion properties so that the 

urrogates will not only be useful for detonation, but also for other 
4 
ombustion-related studies and applications. We note that ignition 

elay time at elevated temperatures is strongly correlated with 

ND induction length, and so these fundamental combustion prop- 

rties are expected to be relevant to detonation conditions. This is 

onfirmed in Section 3.2 . 

The computed distributions of ignition delay times are shown 

n Fig. 2 , and the distributions of laminar flame speed and PSR ex- 

inction times are plotted in Fig. S2 of the SMM. All calculations of 

he fundamental properties were performed based on MC sampling 

lan 1 for North American natural gas in stoichiometric oxygen at 

nitial (or constant) pressure of 60 atm and various initial (or un- 

urned) temperatures. Our simulations show that within the ther- 

odynamic conditions tested, all fundamental combustion prop- 

rties of North American natural gas samples are well-bounded. 

s seen from Fig. 2 , the 2 σ values of ignition delay times are

round 20% of the mean values. Meanwhile, the 2 σ bounds of lam- 

nar flame speeds and PSR extinction residence times are found to 

e substantially smaller ( ∼2% and ∼3%, respectively; see Fig. S2). 

verall, the MC simulation results show that laminar flame speeds 

nd PSR extinction residence times are not significantly affected by 

he composition variations. While ignition time scales vary some- 

hat more, they are generally comparable or smaller than the 

nown uncertainties of shock tube measurements of ignition de- 

ay. As such, we targeted the ignition delay as the key measure for 

he proposed North American natural gas surrogates. 

In order to adequately match the combustion properties from 

he MC simulations, the surrogates are chosen to contain five 

one major and four minor) components of natural gas, specifi- 

ally methane, ethane, propane, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. The 

ethane mole fraction is fixed at 91.2%, the average of the North 

merican natural gases, for all surrogates. The surrogate compo- 

itions are shown in Table 4 . Five surrogate compositions are pro- 

osed here, representing the mean ignition characteristics of North 

merican natural gases, along with the ±2 σ and ±1 σ in ignition 

elay times of North American natural gas statistically sampled. 

or example, the 2 σ ‘fast’ surrogate composition has an ignition 

elay time of 2 standard deviation below the mean ignition de- 

ay time value. The criteria for the choice of surrogate composi- 

ions are described as follows. For the five surrogate components, 
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Fig. 2. Distributions of ignition delay times computed based on MC sampling plan 1 for North American (NA) natural gas in stoichiometric oxygen at p 5 = 60 atm, and T 5 
= 1100 K a , 1200 K b , 1300 K c , and 1400 K d . The distributions are fitted to Gaussian curves which are shown to guide the eye. Also shown are the means of distributions 

(solid vertical lines), as well as the 1 σ (dashed vertical lines) and 2 σ (dotted vertical lines) bounds. The computed ignition delay times of the natural gas surrogates (SG) 

are displayed as symbols: mean (filled squares), 1 σ fast and slow (open circles), and 2 σ fast and slow (open diamonds). Note that the y -axes only serve for the histograms 

and fitted Gaussian curves. 
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Fig. 3. ZND temperature profiles for stoichiometric neat methane (solid line), 

ozonated (30 0 0 PPMv) methane (dashed line) and Boise natural gas (dotted line) 

at 25 kPa initial pressure in oxygen as well as the mean (dash-dotted line) and 2 σ

fast and slow surrogates (shaded bands). Annotated is the x -position of the induc- 

tion length of neat methane ( �i, CH 4 , dashed vertical line). Also shown is the prob- 

ability distribution function (PDF) of natural gas induction length ( �i, NG ) based on 

MC sampling plan 1. 
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heir composition variations are considered as uniform distribu- 

ions U(a , b) where a and b are their upper and lower bounds 

hown in Table 1 . The mole fraction X i for each component i is ini-

ially determined by the choice of λ, such that X i = a i + λi (b i − a i ) .

or instance, in the mean surrogate, the λ values for all the five 

omponents are chosen to be 0.5, the average mole fractions; in 

he 2 σ ‘fast’ surrogate, the λ value is set to be 1 for ethane and

ropane representing their composition upper bounds, and 0 for 

itrogen and carbon dioxide as their composition lower bounds. 

he λ values for all the five components in the natural gas sur- 

ogates are also included in Table S1 of the SMM. Lastly, the mole 

ractions of the four minor components are scaled to fill the 8.8% of 

otal composition excluding the mole fraction of methane (91.2%). 

The performance of the natural gas surrogates in terms of ig- 

ition characteristics are tested and shown in Fig. 2 . The com- 

uted ignition delay times of five surrogates (symbols) are com- 

ared with the mean and standard deviation bounds of the North 

merican natural gas distributions (vertical lines). Clearly, over the 

ange of test conditions, the natural gas surrogates capture the 

ean and variance of the ignition delay characteristics of North 

merican natural gases very well. Additionally, the natural gas sur- 

ogates are also tested, as shown in Fig. S2, against laminar flame 

peed and PSR extinction residence times, even though the surro- 

ate development was not based on these two combustion prop- 

rties. Within the narrow variation bands of laminar flame speed 

nd PSR extinction times, the natural gas surrogates are also able 

o capture their mean and variances reasonably well. 

.2. ZND calculation results 

To test that the fundamental combustion properties used to de- 

elop the surrogates are applicable to detonation, ZND calculations 

ere performed for the surrogate compositions. Figure 3 shows the 

emperature ( T ) as a function of distance behind the shock front 

 x ) for mean (dash-dot line) and ±2 σ (the shaded bands) surro- 
5 
ates. Also shown in Fig. 3 is the probability distribution function 

f induction length for ZND MC sampling plan 1. Although the nat- 

ral gas surrogates were developed using ignition delay time and 

ot ZND induction length, the surrogates describes the distribu- 

ion in induction length resultant from the MC calculations well. 

or example, the surrogate compositions have induction lengths 

f 0.89 mm (mean), 0.69 mm (2 σ fast) and 1.1 mm (2 σ slow), 

s compared to inductions lengths from the MC sampling plan of 

.84 mm (mean), 0.70 mm (2 σ fast) and 0.97 mm (2 σ slow). 

Also plotted in Fig. 3 are the ZND profiles of methane (solid 

ine), ozonated methane (dashed line), and Boise natural gas (dot- 

ed line). Evident from the figure is the drastically longer induc- 
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Fig. 4. Mean and ±2 σMC bands of ZND induction length (black line and grey bands, 

left y -axis) and mean and ±2 σMC bands of CJ velocity, normalized by CJ velocity of 

neat methane (blue dashed line and bands, right y -axis) as a function of methane 

mole fraction (Monte Carlo sampling plan 2). The ranges of methane mole fraction 

in commercial grade CH 4 ( X CH 4 ≥ 0 . 93 ) and North American natural gases ( 0 . 87 ≤
X CH 4 ≤ 0 . 96 ) are shown with arrows. 
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Fig. 5. Raw signal from a representative test (35 kPa, room temperature ozonated 

methane in the 6.4 mm test section), a . Blue (first three) signals are from the pres- 

sure sensors and grey signals are from the digital photodetectors. Velocity along 

the length of the apparatus from time of arrival measurements, b . Velocity mea- 

surements in the driver section from pressure signals are shown as blue squares, 

measurements in the test sections from the photodetectors are shown as black cir- 

cles. The transition and steady regions in the test section are annotated. 
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ion length of neat methane as compared to the ozonated methane 

nd the Boise natural gas. Besides the difference in the induction 

ength, the profiles are nearly identical in their total heat release, 

ost-shock state, and equilibrium state. Although not shown, the CJ 

elocities of all mixtures are within 1% of one another. It follows 

hen that any difference to be observed in limit behavior is due 

o differences in ignition time scales among the mixtures because 

heir thermodynamic properties are close to identical. 

To characterize the variability in detonation properties expected 

rom natural gases, we first examine the ZND calculation results. 

s seen in the surrogate and Boise NG profiles in Fig. 3 , the ZND

rofiles appear self-similar among all natural gases. Quantitatively 

he standard deviation in the induction length for MC sampling 

lan 1 is about 8% of the mean value. Furthermore, despite the 

arge value of ethane present in the Boise sample, its ZND profile 

alls within the 2 σ bands of the surrogate natural gas predictions. 

The results from MC sampling plan 2 are shown in Fig. 4 . The

rst observation is that the CJ speed (dashed line and shaded 

and) changes little with decreasing methane mole fraction; at 

ost CJ speed is 2% lower when X CH 4 
= 0 . 8 as compared to neat

ethane. There is also very little variability in CJ speed across 

he composition variations for any methane fraction (with 2 σMC 

ands less than 0.5% for a given methane mole fraction). Induction 

ength, however, decreases significantly with decreasing methane 

ole fraction, with the smallest observed induction length more 

han a factor of 3 smaller than that for neat methane. Across the 

ange of compositions expected for commercial methane ( X CH 4 
≥

 . 93 ), we see a relatively large change in induction length, with in-

uction length decreasing rapidly from neat methane. Meanwhile, 

cross the somewhat wider expected methane concentrations of 

atural gas, the induction length changes slower. In terms of det- 

nation properties, therefore, we expect that the variability of nat- 

ral gas is similar to the variability of commercial methane, de- 

pite the wider composition variability of natural gas. Quantita- 

ively, the 2 σMC band of the expected induction lengths is approx- 

mately ±30% of the mean for both fuels. Due to the reduced in- 

uction length in natural gas, we expect that natural gas will have 

ore reactive detonation properties than neat methane. 

.3. Detonation limit experiments 

Typical signals from the pressure sensors and digital photode- 

ectors are shown in Fig. 5 a. The condition for this test is an

zonated methane-oxygen mixture at an initial pressure of 35 kPa 
6 
nd room temperature in the 6.4 mm tube. From the time of ar- 

ival of the pressure wave and digital photodetector signals, and 

heir known physical spacing, a detonation velocity can be deter- 

ined, as shown in Fig. 5 b. The raw data in the figure demon-

trate a sequence of events: (1) an initial detonation is established 

n the driver, (2) an entrance transition as the detonation exits 

he driver and reestablishes in the test section, and (3) a steady- 

elocity propagation in the bulk of the test section. The remainder 

f the plots and analysis focuses only on the propagation in the 

est section which did not appear to be affected by any entrance 

ransition effects. 

Detonations in the two test sections (32 mm and 6.4 mm IDs) 

xhibit different limit phenomena. Plotted in Fig. 6 are normalized 

elocities (by their respective CJ velocities) as a function of dis- 

ance in the test section for the high purity methane, the ozonated 

ethane, and the Boise NG at several chosen initial pressures as 

hown for both test section sizes. Generally, all of the mixtures ex- 

ibit similar qualitative features in the respective test sections. Al- 

hough not shown, the surrogate NGs also display similar qualita- 

ive behaviors to the other mixtures in the 32 mm ID test section. 

Detonations in the 32 mm ID tube generally propagate near 

he CJ velocity with some occurrence of oscillation even under 

ressures far above the detonation limit pressures of the respec- 

ive mixtures. With a decreased initial pressure, velocity deficit be- 

omes evident, until a critical pressure is reached (e.g., 5.2 kPa for 

igh purity methane), where failure occurs as evidenced by the 

arge velocity fluctuation and decay along the test section. For ex- 

mple, for the ozonated methane mixture, a small difference in 

ressure can result in the transition from a steady detonation to 

 failed detonation (i.e., the 5 kPa vs. the 4.6 kPa profile shown in 

ig. 6 b). 

Detonations in the 6.4 mm ID tube, on the other hand, exhibit 

ehaviors notably different from those in the 32 mm ID tube. All 
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Fig. 6. Normalized velocity measured for three representative tests for each mixture and test section diameter combinations. Left panels: high purity methane; center panels: 

high-purity methane with 30 0 0 PPMv ozone doping; right panels: Boise natural gas. Top row: tests in the 32 mm ID test section; bottom row: tests in the 6.4 mm ID test 

section. 
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Fig. 7. Normalized velocity as a function of initial pressure in the 32 mm ID test 

section for high purity methane (circles), ozonated methane (squares), and a Boise 

natural gas (down-pointing triangles) a , and for three natural gas surrogates (2 σ

slow right-pointing triangles, mean up-pointing triangles, and 2 σ fast left-pointing 

triangles) b . Error bars in both figures denote one standard deviation observed in 

wave velocity fluctuation. 
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ixtures show steady near-CJ velocities at 35 kPa with normalized 

elocities varying between 0.93 and 0.97 ( Fig. 6 d–f). As the initial 

ressure is decreased a second mode is observed, as shown by the 

elocity profiles measured at 15 kPa, where strong oscillations oc- 

ur: the detonations cyclically become strongly overdriven then re- 

urn to an underdriven state. Such detonation has been observed in 

revious work, particularly in experiments with much longer test 

ection lengths [49] , which allowed for observations over many cy- 

les of this behavior. Although the test section in the present work 

s too short to determine the frequency of detonation oscillation, 

he nature of oscillation observed here is similar to previous ob- 

ervations. The final detonation mode observed in the 6.4 mm tube 

s a near-failure condition as observed at 5 kPa, wherein, after re- 

axing from the driver detonation, the wave propagates at a ve- 

ocity well below the CJ velocity (approximately 0.6 times the CJ 

elocity) for the length of the test section. Neither of these more 

omplex detonation modes are observed in the 32 mm test sec- 

ion. Suffice it to note that the observed strong dependence of det- 

nation on tube size is in good agreement with past experimental 

tudies [50,51] . 

To compare the detonation propagation behaviors, the velocity 

n the steady detonation region (when applicable) is averaged to 

rovide a single average velocity for each pressure. To determine 

he magnitude of velocity fluctuation, a standard deviation of 100 

oint-to-point velocities, each of which is measured from a ran- 

omly sampled pair of time-of-arrival signals from the 24 photode- 

ectors, is calculated. Figure 7 plots these averaged velocities and 

tandard deviations as a function of pressure in the 32 mm test 

ection, normalized by their respective CJ velocities. Selected error 

ars are shown; they represent one standard deviation of veloc- 

ty fluctuations. Figure 7 a shows the results for methane, ozonated 

ethane, and the Boise NG sample, while Fig. 7 b shows the re- 

ults for three natural gas surrogates tested in the present work. 

s the pressure is decreased, all mixtures incur greater velocity 

eficits, until detonation eventually fails to propagate. The limiting 

ehavior of the high purity methane is somewhat different from 
7 
he other mixtures: while the ozonated methane and natural gas 

xhibit a distinct limit with a sharp dropoff in velocity, the high 

urity methane shows a somewhat broader limit. In this broader 

imit (5.6 kPa to 6.4 kPa) a low normalized velocity (0.90 to 0.94) 

nd large velocity fluctuations are observed. This difference in be- 

avior between the mixtures may be due to the unstable detona- 
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Fig. 8. Normalized averaged velocity as a function of initial pressure in the 6.4 mm 

ID test section for high purity methane (circles), ozonated methane (squares), and 

the Boise natural gas (down-pointing triangles). Annotated are the modal shift and 

failure regimes. Error bars denote one standard deviation in wave velocity fluctua- 

tion. 
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ion characteristics of neat methane, previously demonstrated in 

52,53] . 

Clearly seen from Fig. 7 a and b is that the different mixtures ex- 

ibit limits at different pressures. The high purity methane exhibits 

 detonation limit at the highest pressure ( ≈6 kPa), while the 2 σ
ast surrogate mixture shows the lowest limit at 3.4 kPa, a 40% 

ecrease in limit pressure. The ozonated methane mixture (30 0 0 

PMv ozone doping) exhibits a limit lower than that of methane. 

hese observations clearly demonstrate the effect that reaction ki- 

etics have on the detonation limit, as previously observed [31] . 

urthermore, as suggested by their relative induction lengths (see 

ig. 3 ), the Boise natural gas exhibits a lower pressure limit com- 

ared to the ozonated methane sample. The surrogates also exhibit 

he expected behavior, where the limit of the 2 σ slow surrogate 

s at a higher pressure than the mean composition, and the 2 σ
ast surrogate has a lower pressure limit. None of the natural gas 

ixtures exhibit the less predictable behavior seen in the high pu- 

ity methane. Finally, the natural gas surrogates show a relatively 

arrow band of limiting pressures, 4 ± 0 . 6 kPa, or a 30% variation

cross the 2 σ surrogates. 

Also observed in Fig. 7 a and b is the very similar detonation ve-

ocity across all mixtures at higher pressures. This is entirely con- 

istent with the observation from earlier work [31] that the veloc- 

ty deficit away from the limit is determined largely by thermody- 

amics. As mentioned earlier, all major thermodynamic quantities 

CJ speed, equilibrium state, and post-shock state) are practically 

dentical among all mixtures. 

The velocity data from the three mixtures studied in the 

.4 mm ID tube are compiled into Fig. 8 . As in Fig. 7 for the

2 mm ID tube, each point represents an average velocity along 

he test section for a single test, with error bars denoting one stan- 

ard deviation in wave velocity fluctuations. For this tube, how- 

ver, many different velocity modalities were observed, as shown 

n Fig. 6 . The modal transition from a steady velocity to a highly 

scillatory mode is visible from the discontinuity in the velocity 

bserved in the 22–27 kPa pressure range, annotated in the fig- 

re as the ‘modal shift’, and also in the increase in the ampli- 

ude of wave fluctuation with decreasing pressure, as evidenced 

y the increased error bar size. This modal shift occurs at differ- 

nt pressures for different mixtures: methane experiences the shift 

t around 27 kPa, while the ozonated methane and natural gas at 

round 23 kPa. The modal shift can be considered the main det- 

nation limit, because propagation after the shift is highly oscilla- 

ory and propagates at average velocities substantially lower than 

he CJ velocity. After the modal shift, decreasing pressure yields an 
8 
ncreased velocity deficit, until a complete failure at lower pres- 

ures. The final failure point appears to be relatively insensitive to 

he reaction kinetics specific to a mixture; all three mixtures tested 

xhibit a final failure point at around 5 kPa. As in the 32 ID mm

ube, the high purity methane exhibits a less predictable velocity 

ehavior, as evidenced by the greater degree of scatter in the data. 

It is more informative to view the same 6.4 mm ID test sec- 

ion source data as a probability distribution of individual veloc- 

ty measurements as a function of pressure, as suggested in [49] . 

ocal velocity probability distributions as a function of initial pres- 

ure is plotted in Fig. 9 . The observed velocities are calculated from 

ach pair of adjacent optical sensors and then separated into bins 

f 0.05 normalized velocity units. Each column in each panel in 

ig. 9 is a probability distribution from a single test, corresponding 

o a single point in Fig. 8 . This probability histogram is then inter- 

olated to create a smooth surface. The test section in the present 

ork is much shorter than in [49] , so the full modal phenomena is 

ot as resolved as the previous work. Nonetheless, the modal tran- 

ition is clearly observed in these figures, which occurs between 

2 and 27 kPa. These plots clearly show that the modal transi- 

ion occurs at the highest pressure for methane, followed by for 

zonated methane, and finally at the lowest pressure for the Boise 

atural gas. Notably the Boise natural gas has more consistent det- 

nation propagation behavior than high purity methane with and 

ithout ozonation. After the modal transition occurs and toward 

ower pressure, a highly oscillatory velocity is observed. It is dif- 

cult to discern any differences among the mixtures tested after 

he modal transition. A longer test section (similar to that used in 

49] ) would be required to resolve potential differences, if any. 

The data from the two tubes, taken together, lead to a few 

nteresting conclusions. First, the reaction kinetics lead to differ- 

nces in both limiting behavior and the predictability of the veloc- 

ty deficit as a function of pressure. This conclusion is most clearly 

upported by the observation that 30 0 0 PPMv of ozone doping ex- 

ends the detonation limit (or in the case of the 6.4 mm tube, ex- 

ends the modal shift point) for high purity methane, and makes 

etonation propagation more predictable as a function of pressure. 

he smaller induction length in natural gases than in high purity 

ethane is then presumably responsible for its lower and more 

redictable detonation limit. In this way, induction length is a rea- 

onable proxy for predicting the detonation limit, at least for mix- 

ures of practically identical thermodynamic conditions. 

The second conclusion is that natural gases, despite their rel- 

tively wide composition variability, display remarkably narrowly 

istributed and consistent limiting behavior. This is most clearly 

bserved in Fig. 7 b, where the 2 σ fast and slow natural gas sur- 

ogates display limits close to one another (3.4 kPa vs 4.6 kPa). 

urthermore, the Boise natural gas, despite it being a composition 

utlier (see Tables 1 and 2 ), exhibits a limit within the bands cov- 

red by the natural gas surrogates. In all cases, for both the 32 mm 

nd 6.4 mm ID tubes, the velocity deficit as a function of pressure 

s much more consistent for natural gases than that for high pu- 

ity methane. This evidence suggests that using a natural gas in a 

ractical detonation application would lead to a more consistent 

ehavior than using high purity methane, particularly when det- 

nation limiting mechanisms are relevant. On the other hand, us- 

ng methane as a surrogate for natural gas would predict an erro- 

eously high detonation pressure limit: methane is a less reactive 

hus highly non-conservative surrogate for natural gas. It is instead 

ecommended that the natural gas surrogates should be used in 

uture studies. 

.4. Geometric limit 

To learn more about the nature of the detonation limit, it is 

nformative to plot the velocity limits in normalized coordinates. 
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Fig. 9. Normalized local velocity histogram measured as a function of initial pressure in the 6.4 mm ID test section for high purity methane a , ozonated methane b , and the 

Boise natural gas c . 

Fig. 10. Normalized velocity as a function of tube perimeter divided by cell width ( πd/λ) in both the 6.4 mm ID test section (filled symbols) and 32 mm ID test section 

(open symbols) for high purity methane (cir cles), ozonated (30 0 0 PPMv) methane (squares), and the Boise natural gas (triangles). 

Table 5 

Average detonation cell width ( λ, mm) and its standard deviation ( σ , 

mm), number of cells measured ( n ) and calculated ZND induction 

length ( �i , mm) for ozonated methane and the Boise natural gas at 

several initial pressures and 298 K. 

P 0 CH 4 + O 3 Boise NG 

(kPa) λ σ n �i λ σ n �i 

25 15.5 2.0 13 0.95 11.4 2.1 15 0.81 

20 17.2 3.1 10 1.19 13.0 1.5 6 1.00 

15 41.2 5.0 6 1.66 18.4 3.2 11 1.33 

10 35.1 9.9 7 2.42 39.1 7.0 6 1.99 
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amely, the mixture reactivity (as quantified by the detonation cell 

idth) is non-dimensionalized by the tube perimeter, as suggested 

y Lee et al. [54,55] . To facilitate this non-dimensionalization, the 

ell width for the ozonated methane and Boise natural gas were 

easured at several pressures from soot foils. Because a vast ex- 

erimental dataset already exists for methane at the pressures of 

nterest [56,57] , the literature cell size values were used in our 

nalysis. Cursory measurements of methane soot foils yielded sim- 

lar sizes to those found in the database. The measured average 

ell widths ( λ), their standard deviations ( σ ), the number of sam- 

les taken n , and the calculated induction length ( �i ) are shown 

n Table 5 . Studies have shown that that induction length corre- 

ates linearly, with a constant proportionality constant, with cell 

ize for a given mixture: λ = A �i [33,34,36] . The values for A were 

etermined from literature data for methane, and by averaging 

he proportionality in Table 5 for the ozonated methane and the 

oise natural gas. The values of A thus obtained are A CH 4 
= 12 . 7 ,

 CH 4 +O 3 
= 17 . 4 , and A NG = 17 . 5 . These values were used to calcu-

ate the cell size for the non-dimensionalization. Note that based 

n the measured variation in the cell widths the uncertainty in 

he A values is approximately 25% (no uncertainty was reported in 

he literature; we assume similar uncertainty to our data). 
9 
Figure 10 shows non-dimensionalized velocity, D/D CJ , as a func- 

ion of the non-dimensionalized reactivity, πd/λ, where πd is 

he tube perimeter and λ is the detonation cell width. Previous 

tudies showed that the non-dimensionalization leads to a col- 

apse of multiple tube sizes onto a single line for a given mix- 

ure [31,54,55] . Although no uncertainty is plotted in this figure 

or visual simplicity, the uncertainty in the abscissa among differ- 

nt mixtures is approximately 25% due to the uncertainty in the A 

alue, while the uncertainty in the ordinate is less than 2% prior 

o the modal shift in the 6.4 mm ID tube (and about 10% after 

he shift). Within the uncertainty of the A values, we observe that 

he three mixtures and two tube sizes collapse onto a single line. 

ast observations reported a universal limit at λlim. = πd, when 

he tube perimeter is equal to the cell size. In the present study 

e found the test results in the 32 mm ID tube (open symbols) 

eature a limit at this point, while the results in the 6.4 mm ID 

ube (filled symbols) experience the modal shift at around πd/λ = 

.15–1.3. The observation that the modal shift occurs at πd/λ ≈ 1 

onfirms it to be the ‘traditional’ detonation limit, and any propa- 

ation beyond this point is considered a quasi-detonation. 

To interpret the difference in behavior between the two tubes 

ested, the relationship between calculated cell size (using the pro- 

ortionality constant derived) and initial pressure is plotted in 

ig. 11 for each mixture tested. The intersection point between the 

ressure-cell size relations and the projected limit ( λlim. = πd) for 

 particular tube corresponds to the predicted limiting pressure for 

hat geometry. Notably, the slope of the pressure-cell size relation 

ines at the limiting condition (i.e. at the intersection points) is 

uch larger in the 32 mm ID tube than in the 6.4 mm ID tube,

or all three mixtures: 

dλ

dP 0 

∣
∣
∣
∣

lim.,d=32 mm 

�
∣
∣
∣
∣

dλ

dP 0 

∣
∣
∣
∣

lim.,d=6 . 4 mm 

. (1) 

It is thus postulated that the difference in these slopes is the 

ause for the different qualitative limit behavior observed. In the 
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Fig. 11. Calculated cell width ( λ) as a function of initial pressure ( P 0 ) for methane 

(solid line), ozonated methane (dashed line), and the Boise natural gas (dot-dashed 

line). Expected limits for the two tube sizes considered in this work are plotted as 

dashed horizontal lines. 
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ase of the 6.4 mm ID tube, when the pressure is lower than 

he predicted limit pressure, the predicted cell size is still close 

o the critical cell size, and so small perturbations can cause lo- 

al deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) followed by shock- 

eaction decoupling. In the 32 mm tube, on the other hand, once 

he pressure is lower than the limit pressure, the predicted cell 

ize is much smaller than the critical cell size, and so rapid 

uenching and subsequent total failure occurs. 

. Conclusions 

The detonation properties of high purity methane, ozonated 

30 0 0 PPMv) methane, an actual natural gas (Boise), and several 

atural gas surrogates were evaluated using fundamental combus- 

ion calculations, ZND simulations, and detonation limit experi- 

ents. The main goals of the study were to develop natural gas 

urrogates, discern the differences in detonation behavior between 

ethane and natural gas, evaluate the sensitivity of detonation 

o chemical kinetics, and use these results to infer the suitabil- 

ty of using natural gas for detonation applications and to pro- 

ide insights for safety-related studies. The following conclusions 

re made: 

1. A family of natural gas surrogates were proposed based on the 

composition variations found in North American natural gases. 

These surrogates were designed to replicate the mean and vari- 

ance of fundamental combustion properties of natural gas, and 

were satisfactorily tested for detonation by comparing the in- 

duction lengths computed for the surrogates to the statistical 

distribution of induction lengths for natural gases of varying 

compositions. The results suggest that despite their composi- 

tion variation, North American natural gases have a relatively 

tight band of detonation behaviors. 

2. The expected performance of commercial methane (Grade 1.3 

[32] ) was compared to that of natural gas using a set of Monte 

Carlo ZND simulations. It was demonstrated that natural gas 

is expected to exhibit a limit at a comparatively less reactive 

condition as compared to the commercial methane. The com- 

position variation of commercial-grade methane is expected to 

have an impact on detonation predictability similar to North 

American natural gases. That is, the smaller amounts of minor 

components and the seemingly small composition variations in 

commercial-grade methane have nearly the same effect on the 

detonation property variations as the impurities found in North 

American natural gas streams. 
10 
3. Limit tests were performed in two different tube sizes, a 

32 mm ID tube and a 6.4 mm ID tube. In the 32 mm ID tube as

pressure decreases for a given mixture a velocity deficit is ob- 

served until a critical pressure is reached, below which detona- 

tion failure occurred rapidly. In the 6.4 mm ID tube, the same 

steady velocity deficit is observed as pressure drops, but after 

a critical pressure is reached, a new mode of quasi-detonation 

is established which is highly oscillatory. The phenomena is 

similar for all mixtures tested. Lower critical pressures were 

observed systematically in all natural gases and in ozonated 

methane compared to that of high purity methane. 

4. The onset of the limit in the 32 mm ID tube and the onset of

the modal shift in the 6.4 mm ID tube occurs at the condition 

where the detonation cell width is equal to or approximately 

equal to the tube perimeter ( λlim. = πd). The existence of the 

quasi-detonation in the 6.4 mm ID tube is due to the relatively 

smaller sensitivity of cell size to initial pressure at the limit. 

5. The Boise natural gas and the natural gas surrogates consid- 

ered in the present study have a substantially smaller induction 

length than neat methane. Experiments comparing methane 

and ozonated methane (30 0 0 PPMv) confirm a strong correla- 

tion of detonation limits and detonation predictability to induc- 

tion length. Hence, real natural gases are expected to have more 

favorable detonation propagation properties (e.g., lower pres- 

sure limit) for engine-related applications. In cases where det- 

onation prevention is studied, the current results indicate that 

natural gases can propagate more readily than methane, and as 

such methane is in fact a poor surrogate for natural gas. 
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